
It was another big week for the Oak Class. We had to say 

goodbye to teacher Jennifer and  the children were full of 

ideas on the best way to send her off.  They decided last 

week that they should make cards for her, and that we 

needed to have a dance party (surprise, surprise!).  So 

Monday and Tuesday, the children worked hard on 

creating beautiful cards for 

Jennifer, using models to 

write her name and “goodbye we will miss you”.  These 

children LOVE making cards and were able to fill a whole 

basket to send Jennifer off with.  Wednesday we made 

popcorn, decorated popcorn bags, and danced our hearts 

out to Christmas songs in an effort to make a sad day feel a 

little more joyful.  The children were sad to say goodbye, but 

Jennifer did a wonderful job of preparing them.   

Thursday the children were full of questions for our new 

teacher, Jessica, so we decided to write some down so that 

we can ask her when she starts on Monday.  A few questions we came up with: 

“What is your best friend’s name?” 

“What is your dog’s name?” 

“What is your favorite food?” 

“Where do you live?” 

“What is your favorite lunchbox?” 

“Who’s in your family?” 

“What’s your grandma’s name?” 
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The children expressed how excited they are to meet Jessica 

and continued to ask when she will be here.  We can’t wait to 

have her join our Oak community!  We also finished making 

decorations with Salt Dough, and then kids were able to play 

with the dough afterwards. 

We ended the week by painting watercolor hearts, making 

Christmas paper chains, and playing with play dough and 

Hatchimals.  I was amazed to 

see how excited the children 

were about making paper chains!  They began counting 

each ring and measured who’s was the longest.  I 

challenged them to join their chains together to see if we 

could make a chain that went across the whole room, and 

they were thrilled at the idea… we’ll see what happens next 

week! 

Next week will undoubtedly be filled 

with more celebrations, along with 

the excitement of getting to know Teacher Jessica!  A reminder that 

we don’t have school next Friday, December 18, as it is a 

Professional Development Day.   

Have a wonderful weekend!
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